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CAD Technician
Joseph Walsh is an internationally acclaimed designer maker, whose work can be found in
significant Museum and Private Collections worldwide.

Based in Cork, Ireland, his studio

employs an international team who continue to develop skills and challenge existing
practice to achieve his ambitious pieces. Joseph Walsh Studio is currently seeking an
experienced CAD Technician to work closely with both the studio’s design and workshop
team in the development and production of detailed drawings and 3D models for a wide
range of exciting international projects.

These projects are extremely varied, challenging and completed to the highest standard.
The successful candidate will therefore be a highly motivated individual, enthusiastic,
dynamic and versatile. They will be experienced, and highly proficient, in 3D design
software and ideally possess strong hand drawing and sketching skills. They will have a
sympathetic understanding and appreciation of the studio’s design language and will
process strong model making and prototyping skills.
Essential Attributes
§

The ability to work successfully as part of a team

§

The ability to meet the technical challenges presented by complex projects and
strong attention to detail.

§

The ability to manage a busy workload and meet exacting deadlines

§

Good communication skills in both written and spoken English

Software Skills:
§

3D design software, in particular Rhino and AutoCAD (essential)

§

InDesign, Photoshop and Illustrator (desirable)

Personal Qualities
The successful candidate will be confident, friendly and professional, possess strong
problem solving skills, have the ability to adapt, the desire to learn, be forward thinking
and willing to assist other members of the team when required.
To apply for this role:
Please send the following to: francesmmcdonald@gmail.com
CV, PDF Portfolio of work (including a sample of your drawing skills) and a short letter
outlining why you would like to become part of the team at Joseph Walsh Studio

www.josephwalshstudio.com

